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Whether it's warm or cold outside, the toaster oven is the hot new appliance for cooking every meal.

With 101 Things to Do with a Toaster Oven, you can make appetizers for a party, brunch for friends,

mid-afternoon snacks for the kids, dinner for your family, and dessert for you! Try these

mouthwatering recipes: Baked French Toast, Sun-Dried Tomato Tart, Pizza Bites, Nut-Crusted

Salmon, Hearty Lasagna Stacks, Three-Cheese Mac 'n' Cheese, Apple Popovers, Chocolate Chunk

Bread Pudding, and a whole lot more!
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This is a cute book & I really like the spiral format, but all the recipes are for at least 4 servings -

many are larger than that. I don't mind dividing the ingredients, but I've just switched to a countertop

oven & I don't know how much to change the time/temperature if I make the recipe smaller. I

expected a toaster oven cookbook to be targeted at singles and couples, rather than families. I am

keeping the book & trying out a few of the recipes when I want to have leftovers.

I am 76 years old and live on my own. This booklet was not written for me. There are good recipes

for families, but not much for old widowers.

I just bought a 4-slice Toaster Oven. Then, ordered this book. No place in the description does it say

that it's written for a 6-slice toaster oven. Since it's a pain to refigure ingredient quantities, why pay

for a cookbook that I have to do that - I can just use recipes I already have and reduce them!Also a



pain to have to go through the whole book page by page to find the recipe you might want. Should

have known that, I guess!

I like a number of the recipes for the toaster oven included in this book, but I wish there were more

"single serving" sizes. After all, I wouldn't be cooking in a toaster oven if I had a whole family to cook

for!I take mine on the road with me as I travel. Some recipes require that you cook things in a pan

before you place them in the toaster oven. I suppose it's geared more toward home use.Good book

all in all!

I have used alot of recipes out of this book and the family loved them all. I wish it had more. The

author did great!

Nice little book packed full of recipes. Just what I expected and wanted. I have lots of these little

"101 Things to do with....." books and find them very helpful. No photos, but lots of info and recipes.

I live alone and being able to use my toaster oven (more like a mini oven) is wonderful. So finding

this recipe book was fabulous. My daughter has borrowed it and will be receiving one from me for

her birthday. A great way to be able to utilize this wonderful appliance.

Perfect addition to my 'singles' kitchen. Recipes are easy, use common ingredients, and of course

delicious results. This is a great book to give as an add on gift for a College bound kid, or a young

person moving out on their own.
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